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QCan an employer ban its
employees from making any

comments about it on social networking
sites (Facebook, MySpace, Etc)?

AWith the rise in popularity
of Facebook and other social

networking sites, employers have
begun issuing policies that seek to hold
employees accountable for statements
they make regarding their employer on
social networking sites. This has drawn the
attention of the National Labor Relations
Board (“NLRB”), an independent federal
agency which has begun to investigate
employer practices in this area.

Recently the NLRB filed a complaint
against a company for terminating an
employee who allegedly violated the
company’s social networking policy which
prohibits depicting the company “in any
way” without the employer’s permission.
The employer eventually settled the matter,
promising to revise the company’s policies
to ensure that they do not improperly
restrict the rights of employees to discuss
wages, hours, and other working conditions
on social media sites. The company also
agreed to refrain from disciplining or
terminating employees for engaging in such
activity.

While some limits on employee speech
are lawful (employee may not make abusive,
libelous statements, discuss confidential!
trade secret information, etc), it seems
clear that employers may not ban their
employees from all work related speech on
social networks without inviting litigation.
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This becomes the repository from which decisions are made, but the challenge lies in

ensuring the spreadsheets are updated and have the most current and accurate information.

Automated and repetitive means of capturing and centralizing the data is a must, leading to

effective decision making.
After the data collection challenge is resolved, the next key facet is laying out the migration

plan for consolidating the infrastructure. Application rationalization, server virtualization

and consolidation, storage tiering and consolidation are key facets of the migration plan as

it provides for source and target layouts leading to the migration. Data migration is a vital

step in the consolidation process as there needs to be an assurance that no data loss occurs

during the process and upon reaching its target destination, appropriate performance levels

are met to meet requirements. A sobering statistic released by Bloor research shows that only

lóc of data migration projects are completed on time and within budget. Upon completion

of the migration, a decommissioning of the old infrastructure needs to take place in order

to minimize any lingering operational expenses from the migrated assets, including exiting

out of leases on facilities and equipment. The process of cleaning up the old infrastructure

is an arduous task utilizing senior resources, whose time could be better leveraged for more

strategic initiatives. Leveraging the automation that drove the discovery and migration

processes to generate and execute the clean up would provide an end-to-end lifecycle within

a single solution.

The CFO Challenge
The CFO needs to ensure accurate reporting to meet compliance requirements. Financia

regulators have set high compliance standards, this has led to ensuring that data qualit3

becomes one of the top priorities and is no longer just a nice-to-have function. Data no

becomes a key business driver and in turn merits the need to have access to accurate and

timely information. From managing commercial trading applications that need real-tim€

availability down to the milliseconds to access to online retail banking portals for consumer

and businesses alike, the dependence for access to data is critical to the financial markets.Tht

reliance on data has two essential components: Validity of the data itself and the infrastructun

that manages this data. The accuracy and performance (response time) to access data i

reliant on a properly architected infrastructure. The meta data (schema of the component

within an IT infrastructure) becomes an integral, but often overlooked, component from

CFO’s perspective. Data center and meta data management is seen as an IT function and i

only brought to the forefront when a major outage occurs leading to financial losses.

Meta data becomes a challenge for the CFO because it ties to lack of visibility into th

components that make up the data center. This lack of configuration and asset knowledg

creates risk and risk leads to the possibility of an outage or worse, a data loss. This loss of dan

would lead to potential inaccurate financial reporting causing major compliance challenge

for the CFO and the management team as a whole. The other compliance challenge is th

lack of knowledge of the physical assets that exist Within a data center. This can lead to ove

reporting assets on balance sheets even though servers, switches or storage arrays may n

longer exist or reached end of life. CFOs need to be actively involved in ensuring that dat

center assets are accurately measured.
Data is information and is a key component of the decision making process, CIOs and CFO

need to review their technology infrastructure and ensure there is an accurate accounting o

all data. A focus on finding and leveraging automation to manage essential infrastructur

assets will increase the success rate of your future migrations and consolidations.

*Source: Enterprise Strategy Group, 2010. Data Center Reduction or Consolidation, by Industry
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